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Thank you to Busy @ Work for the opportunity to attend and provide some workforce data and trends affecting the construction industry at present, and how CSQ is responding 








Who is CSQ?
CSQ is an independent, industry 
funded body committed to a 
skilled workforce that meets the 
needs of Queensland’s building 
and construction industry.
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By show of hands, who in the room is familiar with CSQ and the work we do?Important to note upfront: CSQ does not deliver any training, but is an industry fund that subsidises training for people working in the building and construction industry.We provide access to skills and training across a range of areas including business, safety, compliance and technical to equip industry with the skills they need now – and into the future. 



Our vision
A skilled 
workforce that 
meets the 
evolving needs of 
Queensland’s 
building and 
construction 
industry. 
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The long term vision of CSQ is to develop a workforce that meets the needs of the Building and Construction industry. We do that by providing the industry  with the information and skills it needs to ensure a strong and sustainable future.
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outcomes based

One-to-many 
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approach

Leveraged 
investment
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co-contribution

Two-pronged approach, targeted regional 
delivery with broader state-wide delivery

Scalable, flexible
and nimble approach 
to investment
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We are:
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Investment principals – how we make decisions, how we seek to invest in skills, training and other services for the industry are all underpinned by these key principles
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For the purpose of today’s presentation, I will be focusing on our second principal, specifically around the evidence and data that impacts our decision making regarding skills and workforce investment. 



CSQ Annual 
Investment Cycle

CSQ is required to submit an ATP to the Minister for Skills and 
Training by 30 April each year. 

The ATP must: 
• outline how training funds collected under the levy will be 

reinvested back in the industry via programs, services and 
initiatives that support building and construction skills 
development and help to grow the industry 

• be based on extensive industry consultation 
• reflect what we know (the evidence) including emerging 

market conditions and policy settings together with 
learnings from program implementation and evaluation, and 

• be approved by the Board. 
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CSQ’s Annual Training plan outlines our investment in programs and services that support construction skills development and help grow the industry. January to March – ATP Development including Industry Consultation. April to June – ATP ApprovalJuly to September – ATP Launch & Services ProcurementOct to December – Contract Execution and Services implementation



Annual 
Training Plan 
2018-19

Coming soon
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The ATP for 2018-19 has recently been signed off by the Minister, and will be launched in early August. It reflects prioritised investment based on an assessment of the emerging market conditions, feedback from our industry consultation with learnings from program implementation.Ill provide details later in the presentation regarding launch events across the State. 



Targeted 
approach to 
consultation

Focus groups targeted to 
stakeholders: employer and 
employee associations, 
major contractors, 
government agencies, and 
others across the State

One-on-one 
meetings

Industry survey open 
to all stakeholders 
within the construction 
industry
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To assist in the development of the 2018-19 ATP, CSQ undertook a comprehensive targeted approach to industry and stakeholder consultation including:focus groups – 17 targeted to employer and employee associations, major contractors and key employers, relevant government agencies, regulatory bodies and economic development stakeholders – included regional groups in Cairns, Townsville, Mt Isa, Mackay, Rockhampton, Gladstone, Sunshine Coast, Toowoomba, Roma, Ipswich, Gold Coast, Brisbane North and Brisbane Southone-on-one meetings – targeted to those unable to attend a focus group as well as part of our engagement with strategic partners, and a web-based industry survey – open to all stakeholders within the building and construction industry In addition to this targeted consultation, CSQ undertakes year-round engagement with industry, government and other stakeholders .



Key 
themes
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CSQ have three key themes being attract, develop and retain.We aim to attract the right talent into our industry by promoting the construction industry as an industry of choice and an attractive career option. We want to influence the right people to choose a pathway into the industry, so that the industry has the best talent available to it into the future.We aim to develop current workers in the industry by providing funding for short, subject specific training as well as higher level skills to support careers and growing businesses. We also conduct research into industry and workforce trends so that future needs are identified.Finally, CSQ invests in programs to ensure that skilled workers within the industry are retained, and encouraged to continually ensure their skills are kept up to date.CSQ has recently been back in market advertising the benefits of investing in your skills through our INVEST campaign… which you may of seen in your local areas, and heard on radio. 



Investment 
total
The total 
investment 
in 2017-18 is 
$35.04M
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In 2017-18, just over $35 million was allocated to support building and construction training and workforce development in the Queensland industry. This is a slight increase on the previous two years’ budget allocations of $33.5 million and $34.3 million respectively and is line with the industry activity.



Four course programs to help 
industry invest in their capability:
SHORT COURSES:
individual subjects/  
competencies
HIGHER LEVEL SKILLS::
Certificate IV to Advanced 
Diploma
SKILLS & GAP 
ASSESSMENT TRAINING: 
recognising existing skills 
and experience to gain a 
formal qualification
MAJOR PROJECTS:
training to support skills 
needs on major projects
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So – with our subsidised courses – there are four different ‘Programs’, all procured through RTOs annually:Short Courses – individual subjects designed to help workers update your skills and knowledge within a specific area e.g. operating a excavator or confined spacesHigher Level Skills – These courses are for when people are keen to move into a higher-level role in general or civil construction. The program provides nationally accredited qualifications including Certificate IV, Diploma and Advanced Diploma.Skills Assessment and Gap Training – SAGT – as we call it – helps turn your existing experience into a qualification by identifying any gaps and providing training solutions. There are eligibility requirements aligned to each program. I can provide further information tonight, or you can look on our website.



Most in demand
short courses

Work safely 
at heights

Enter and 
work in 

confined 
spaces

Skid steer 
loader 

operations
Excavator 
operations

Establish legal & 
risk 

management –
small business

CSQ funded over 10,000 short courses that were completed last year
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Key changes from 2015-1610,156 completed courses last financial year, up from 8,600 in 15/16Top 5 – exactly the same



Industry Update
– construction 
by numbers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CSQ is an evidence-based, industry-led organisation. Everything we do is driven by a solid foundation of data and evidence, complimented by a qualitative ‘on the ground’ perspective for informed decision-makingCSQ continues to have a regional focus with a Queensland-wide overlay. For the purposes of today’s presentation, I will be focusing much of the data on the Greater Brisbane region, however – we do have regional data sets which are updated annually. 



Policy Landscape
State:
• Skilling Queenslanders for Work (SQW) program
• Queensland’s Annual VET Investment Plan
• Labour Hire Licensing
• Building Industry Fairness (Security of Payment) 

Act 2017
• Work Health and Safety and Other Legislation 

Amendment Bill 2017
• Training Policy and Procurement Policy changes
National:
• Skilling Australia Fund
• Industry Support for Mentoring Australian 

Apprentices
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Before we l;ook at the numbers, its important to acknowledge and Key policy events in past 18 months, and effect they have on the industry, and CSQ’s investment. StateSQW– additional $60 million investment by state govt.Annual VET Investment Plan due to be released shortly – outlines VET investment in QLD for the year - $768.9m. Increases in higher level skills funding and increase in funding for SQW program.Ongoing development in the Labour Hire licensing scheme (will impact GTO’s and Labour Hire Organisations) – to come into effect April 2018Work Health and Safety and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2017 - Industrial manslaughter changesBuilding Industry Fairness (Security of Payment) Act 2017 - Security of payment & Project Bank AccountsIntroduction of 15% Training Policy requirements for eligible projects over $100M, new State Procurement Policy and new Indigenous Procurement PolicyIn addition to Policy changes, there is still ongoing emergence of key topic areas in industry including:Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for licensed workers (draft Building Plan – extensive industry consultation during 2017)Changing workplace structures - increased use of sub-contractors and labour hireQualifications no longer work for everyone - many businesses are evolving and transforming and are not waiting for training products to catch upNew and emerging technologyImpact of digitisationClimate change and impact on WH&S – heat stress, legionellaNational:The Australian Government established an ongoing Skilling Australians Fund.  From 2017–18 to 2020–21, an estimated $1.5 billion will be available through the fund. With matched funding from states and territories, this will support up to 300,000 apprentices, trainees, and pre- and higher-level apprentices. The Skilling Australians Fund supersedes funding provided under the National Partnership Agreement on Skills Reform, which expired 30 June 2017. It will underpin a new partnership with the states and territories.  Further details on the fund and how it will be implemented in Queensland are still being negotiated. Industry Support for Mentoring Australian Apprentices or ISMAA has just been announced with providers providing mentoring to 1st and 2nd year apprentices across a range of industries (including building and construction) in Queensland. CSQ will provide more detailed information to participants as we become aware of it.



The big picture  
- Economic Growth

Source: NIEIR

Annual Change in Gross Regional Product, Greater Brisbane and Queensland
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On average, the Greater Brisbane economy is anticipated to grow by 2.7% per annum from 2018 to 2021 above the state average annual growth rate of 2.2% per annum.Greater Brisbane accounts for about half of gross state product between 2018 to 2021.Detailed Source: This is a custom dataset of regional indicators received by CSQ from NIEIR



Overall Activity

Source: NIEIR

Public and Private Construction Investment, Greater Brisbane (CVM, $m)
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After strong growth to 2008, regional construction investment started to fall around the time of the GFC and continued to fall through to 2013. From 2014, construction investment returned to growth, which is projected to continue to 2021. This has been driven by the apartment boom coming out of the Mining boom, and is now being replaced by strong growth in infrastructure projects across the state. Detailed Source: This is a custom dataset of regional indicators received by CSQ from NIEIR



Construction 
Activity: Residential

Source: NIEIR

Value of construction work done, Greater Brisbane (CVM, $m)

2018-19
44% Total Regional Activity 
52% State Residential Activity 
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After rising to from 2013 to 2016, residential activity has plateaued and is anticipated to fall in 2018 through to 2021.Residential activity has been the leading sector in the region from 2015-16 and in 2018-19 is estimated to account for 44% of total regional activity.Residential activity is estimated to account for just over half of the state’s residential activity.*NOTE: NIEIR – National Institute of Economic and Industry Research Detailed Source: derived from Queensland and region construction supply and demand analysis: 1995-2027 and quarterly indicators to June 2019. Prepared by NIEIR for the Department of Housing and Works



Construction 
Activity: Commercial

Source: NIEIR

Value of construction work done, Greater Brisbane (CVM, $m)

2018-19
17% Total Regional Activity 
54% State Commercial Activity 
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Commercial activity in the region is expected to remain flat from 2015 through to 2021.Commercial activity in Greater Brisbane is anticipated to account for more than half of commercial activity in Queensland.Detailed Source: derived from Queensland and region construction supply and demand analysis: 1995-2027 and quarterly indicators to June 2019. Prepared by NIEIR for the Department of Housing and Works



Construction 
Activity: Engineering

Source: NIEIR

Value of construction work done, Greater Brisbane (CVM, $m)

2018-19
38% Total Regional Activity 
35% State Engineering Activity 
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Compared with declining residential and flat commercial activity levels, engineering activity is expected to buck the trend and increase from 2018 through to 2021.Engineering activity is anticipated to account for 38% of regional activity and 25% of the state’s engineering activity in 2018-19.Detailed Source: derived from Queensland and region construction supply and demand analysis: 1995-2027 and quarterly indicators to June 2019. Prepared by NIEIR for the Department of Housing and Works



Labour Supply and 
Demand

Source: NIEIR, CSQ

Construction workforce supply and demand, Greater Brisbane
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Coming off high levels of residential activity, Greater Brisbane is anticipated to record a surplus of industry workers through to 2021.In 2015 the surplus was estimated at 5% by 2021 the surplus is anticipated to increase to 14%.*NOTE: NIEIR – National Institute of Economic and Industry ResearchNOTE: All things equal.  Of course this could change if interventions were to be put in place.Detailed Source: derived from Queensland and region construction supply and demand analysis: 1995-2027 and quarterly indicators to June 2019. Prepared by NIEIR for the Department of Housing and Works



Occupation demand 
for 2018

Source: NIEIR

Construction occupations shortage/surplus (top 15), Greater Brisbane
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Greater Brisbane: By occupation earthmoving plant operators, cabinetmakers and electronics trades workers are likely to experience the highest surplus of workers in 2018.Structural steel construction workers, electricians and plumbers are forecast to be in shortage in 2018.NOTE: these occupations were chosen because they’re the ‘most required’ occupations for the region.NOTE: NIEIR: National Institute of Economic and Industry Research.Structural steel construction workers include: construction rigger, scaffolder, steel fixer and structural steel erectorStructural steel and welding trades workers include: metal fabricators, pressure welders and welders



Apprenticeships
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Presentation Notes
High level overview of key policy changes in the past 12 months. This is important to CSQ’s consultation to understand the landscape in which we are operating and ensuring our investment principles are met.CSQ’s role in policy – we review the national, state and industry landscape and determine if there is a role for CSQ to engage from a policy perspective based on the impact on the workforce, training and skills. 



CSQ Apprentice 
Annual

2018-19 Edition 
released 9 August
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As most in the room will be aware, one of the most recognised pathways into the industry, starts with an apprenticeship. Each year CSQ produces an Apprentice Annual – an overview of the current apprenticeship and traineeship landscape across Queensland. In 2017, CSQ’s data and evidence team undertook a focus on completion rates.



Statistically speaking… 
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Presentation Notes
Completion Rate Trends: 64% successfully complete an apprenticeship vs 67% of Bachelor university students.Attrition: 50% of non–completers leave within the first 18 months, around 80% within two and a half yearsSurplus:  It helps to replace the proportion of tradespeople who leave the industry every year through processes of natural attrition –retirements and deaths, migration out of Queensland, and transfers to other industries. Also, a number of the completing apprenticeswill not move into employment in Queensland’s construction industry for various reasons. They may, for example, choose to ply their trade in a different industry. We therefore expect that apprentices completing in the coming years will be entering a competitive jobs market, but not an impenetrable one.Myth: It is often assumed that older apprentices make for more reliable apprentices; that they are more likely to see an apprenticeship through to completion. The data does not entirely support this view. Younger and older apprentices complete at similar rates.



Apprentice 
Completion Rates

Source: DET, CSQ

Construction apprentice completion rates, Greater Brisbane
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Work undertaken by CSQ to better understand apprentice and trainee completion rates has exposed a much healthier picture of completion rates than previously understood. Greater Brisbane apprentice completion rates are estimated to be around 64% in 2016.  Below the Queensland’s estimated 2016 rate of 66% and below the long term average of 69% .NOTE: These are individual completion rates. That is they track an individual rather than a contract.  If the individual starts and completes, they are considered to have completed no matter how many times they change employer for example.



A strong contribution 
to QLD’s economy
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Construction takes on 3.3 apprentices for every 100 workers – more than any other industry. 1 in 10 employed Queenslanders works in construction…



Presenter
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Double this proportion, or 20%, of Queenslanders who began an apprenticeship in 2016 did so in the construction industry.



Apprentices In-training
• Electricians 2617
• Carpenters and Joiners 2444
• Plumbers 1070
• Earthmoving Plant Operators 694
• Telecommunications Trades Workers 586
• Painting Trades Workers 475
• Airconditioning and Refrigeration Mechanics 461
• Gardeners 443
• Cabinetmakers 400
• Plasterers 291

*Q1 2017 – Greater Brisbane
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Greater Brisbane



Recently released CSQ 
Industry Reports 
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Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people 
in Construction in Queensland



Women in 
Construction



CSQ Knowledge Centre
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Some of our other work that provides industry with the insights and information it needs to make decisions includes:� �Regional Profiles�Demonstrates what activity is forecast in your area for the next twelve months to help assist both employers and workers/career seekers match supply with demand.� �Major Project Reports – which provides information on the key priority construction projects by Region. Farsight Project �Continuing to explore with industry what this report means for future skills for the industry and how we can test some innovative responses now to prepare the construction workforce for that future.��� �



Upcoming Industry Insights

Book now via: csq.org.au/industryinsights
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�� �



Questions 
& More info:

or csq.org.au
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I’m happy to answer any questions you might have. Thanks again 
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